Be it resolved that the DFL party…
Civil, Human & Constitutional Rights
9.

supports the passage of an Immigrant Bill of Rights for ALL immigrants which should include: driver’s licenses for
immigrants; making Minnesota a Sanctuary State; full access to all public benefits for all Minnesotans (including
access to Child Care Assistance funds and MinnesotaCare programs); paid family and medical leave; earned sick
and safe time; and a statewide policy restricting law enforcement cooperation with ICE to protect our immigrant
neighbors. (22)

10. supports the passage of legislation allowing people to vote once they have served their prison time and are living in
the community. (17)
11. supports the right of sovereign nations to determine what construction projects take place in their respective
territories and treaty land. (11)
12. pledges to uphold treaties with indigenous peoples, which are defined as the “supreme law of the land” under the
U.S. Constitution. Failure to uphold treaties is a violation of human rights under international law. (10)
13. ensures that all DFL-endorsed candidates are fully supportive of and actively promote legislation to establish 1) a
multi-partisan or independent redistricting commission to conduct the drawing of voting maps after the decennial
census and 2) a process for drawing maps that is guided by clear and equitable voter-focused principles. (9)
14. affirms its commitment to the First Amendment of the U.S. Constitution by supporting repeal of anti-BDS (boycott,
divestment, sanction) laws, Minnesota Statutes 3.226 and 16C.053. (6)
15. supports legislation to amend the U.S. Constitution to establish that 1) only human beings are endowed with
constitutional rights, and 2) money is not speech, and therefore regulating political contributions and spending is not
equivalent to limiting political speech. (“We the People Amendment”) (5)
16. urges the state legislature to pass Freedom to Drive legislation, so that regardless of immigration status, all
Minnesotans who pass the written and driver’s portions of the exam be able to obtain a driver’s license. (2)
17. supports automatic voter registration when an eligible voter applies for or renews their driver’s license, but only if
they “opt-in” by checking a box. (2)
18. supports adding to the ongoing platform “We support the sovereignty of our tribal nations and their Citizens.” (2)
19. supports the 2020 Minnesota Renters’ Agenda, which would improve tenant/landlord law by reducing the number of
evictions filed, reduce the length of time evictions remain on a renter’s record, improve the ability of renters to get
heat and repair issues resolved, and make Minnesota leases more tenant-friendly. (2)
20. supports banning discrimination on the basis of gender by aggressively advocating for the removal of the deadline
for ratification of the Equal Rights Amendment (ERA) and passage of legislation to put an equal rights amendment
in the Minnesota State Constitution. (2)
21. supports facilitating the completion of future U.S. Censuses by Minnesota residents through helping to provide and
promote “hot spot” locations with free public internet and computers to Minnesotans who might not otherwise have
access to these resources in a safe and secure environment. This will ensure accurate data, congressional
representation, and federal allocation of resources. (2)
22. believes that state and local governments should help fund immigrant legal resources, and any government units
with law enforcement responsibilities should pass strong separation policies to protect our communities and prevent
the conscription of local resources for federal immigration enforcement work.
23. supports banning hybrid voting machines, which have the potential to violate the Americans with Disabilities Act,
are more vulnerable to hacking, and contribute to voter disenfranchisement.
24. supports passing a state law to end the practice of prison gerrymandering.
25. supports a ban on conversion therapy, also known as sexual orientation/gender identity change efforts or reparative
therapy, as a therapeutic practice.
26. supports voter pre-registration of high school students ages 16 and 17.
27. supports in full Logan’s Law, which is a proposed change to amend the current gendered language in Minnesota
artificial insemination law 257.56. Currently, this law gives full parentage (including parental rights, medical decision
making, etc.) to husbands whose children are conceived by their wife with donor semen, but denies full parental
rights to wives whose children are conceived by their wife with donor semen.
28. calls for equitable funding for all Minnesota public defenders’ offices to ensure that those accused of crimes have
access to a vigorous and adequate defense.
29. supports establishing a commission to study and develop reparation proposals for African Americans in Minnesota.

